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Perceptual motor skills in climbing: 
expertise and learning



1. Performance in climbing

• Lead Climbing:
Route completion,
When a route is not completed, scoring relates to the last controlled or 
used hold :
IFSC rule: a hold shall be considered as “controlled” where a competitor has 
made use of the hold to achieve a stable or controlled position, whereas a hold 
from which a competitor has made a controlled climbing movement in the 
interest of progressing along the route shall be considered as “used”. 

• Speed Climbing:  
Route completion,
Climbing time for route completion. 

• Bouldering:
The number of attempts required to complete the route,
When a route is not completed, scoring relates to the number of attempts 
required to gain a zone point.
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1
• Understanding expertise goes beyond the "how fast can you climb”, “how hard can you climb” or 

“how accurate can you climb”, “how fluent can you climb” questions

2
• Johnson HW (1961) Skill = speed x accuracy x form x adaptability. Percept Mot Skills 13: 163–170. 

3
• What perceptual-motor adaptability tells us about learning & expertise ? 

4

• Adaptability means adapted and adaptive behaviors:
• adapted behavior to a set of constraints reveals stability against perturbations, 
• adaptive behavior reflects flexibility to guarantee functional solution to constraints that

dynamically interact. 

With the combined climbing events at the Tokyo Olympic Games, another view about 
LEARNING & EXPERTISE is needed:

Seifert, Komar, Araujo, Davids (2016). Neuro & Biobehav Reviews, 69,159–165 
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Degeneracy is a ubiquitous characteristic of biological
systems at multiple organizational levels, ranging from
molecular to functional brain architectures. Prominent
examples include the genetic system with different
nucleotide triplets coding for the same protein and
immunology with different antibodies binding the same
antigen. At the level of cognitive anatomy, degeneracy
means that, for instance, multiple sets of brain regions
can sustain the same cognitive task as measured by
behavioural parameters.

Anecdotally, in neurology and neuropsychology, the
ability of two neuronal systems to perform the same
task has also been referred to as redundancy (Lee & van
Donkelaar, 1995; Cirstea & Levin, 2000). However, the
concept of redundancy should be distinguished from
degeneracy. Redundancy has been formally defined in
information theoretic terms as the statistical depend-
ency among the states of a system (Shannon & Weaver,
1949; Barlow, 2001). For example, if two brain structures
co-activate to perform the same function, this would
be redundant or inefficient functioning, because activa-
tion in one structure would suffice and could predict
the state of the other system. Thus, whereas degeneracy
characterizes a structure–function relationship, redun-
dancy refers to how the systems are functioning.
Obviously, the redundant use of multiple structural
configurations requires that multiple structural elements
can sustain the same function. Thus redundant func-
tioning of a system necessitates degeneracy (Friston &
Price, 2003).

Degeneracy plays an important role in both the
ontogenesis of an individual as well as the phylogenesis
of species. First, it affords a biological system robustness
to damage or failure because if one structure is lesioned,
the remaining ones can still support a particular func-
tion. Second, it facilitates selection, thus enabling evolu-
tionary progress and neurodevelopment. This implies
that degenerate structural sets in biological systems

are not simply duplicates but structurally different, i.e.
non-isomorphic elements that provide the necessary
variability on which selection processes can operate.
Unlike duplicates that can only support redundant
functioning, degenerate structural sets can produce
the same output in one context but different outputs
in another context. Therefore, degeneracy is almost
invariably associated with its complementary counter-
part: pluripotentiality. Pluripotentiality refers to a
one-to-many structure–function relationship, in which
the same structural configuration can perform multiple
functions. In terms of cognitive functional neuroanat-
omy, it means that the same brain region can take part
in multiple cognitive functions. It is intuitively obvious
that degeneracy, in the context of pluripotentiality, can
only arise in biological systems that are endowed with
a certain degree of complexity. Thus, neuronal systems
combining the organizational principles of functional
segregation and integration allow for multiple structural
configurations that can produce the same and different
behavioural responses depending on the cognitive con-
text (Tononi et al. 1994, 1999; Edelman & Gally, 2001).

 

(2) Structure–function relationships: levels of 
description

 

Structure–function relationships depend implicitly on the
descriptive level at which the structural and functional
elements are specified. In terms of cognitive functional
neuroanatomy, structural elements can constitute sets
of multiple brain regions, single brain regions, neuronal
populations/assemblies or single neurons. Similarly, func-
tional elements can be specified at multiple levels
by decomposing cognitive processes into subprocesses
depending on the depth of task analysis or the underly-
ing cognitive model. For instance, sentence compre-
hension encompasses many cognitive processes: word
recognition, working memory, phrase structure build-
ing and syntactic parsing, thematic/pragmatic analysis,
retrieval of semantic knowledge, etc. (Hagoort et al.
2003). It is well recognized in cognitive neuroscience
that complex cognitive processes can often be accom-
plished in multiple ways, i.e. by engaging different
subprocesses or using different strategies. Thus, the
sentence ‘the postman was bitten by the dog’ can easily
be understood by simply combining the semantic
content of the single words rather than by formally
assigning a syntactic structure to the lexical items.
Many cognitive models even postulate multiple routes

Fig. 1 Structure–function relationships: degeneracy and 
pluripotentiality.

Edelman & Gally (2001)
Kelso (2012)

fruitful applications of the notion of degeneracy to the immune
system, the brain, and language, a culturally evolved system. Our
aim is to bring a particular operational conceptualisation of
degeneracy out of its narrow scientific usage and into a common
scientific lexicon.

Degeneracy, once an 18th century theory of how species change
(Lawrence, 2009), became associated with undesirable deviation,
hereditary degenerative disorders, and even infectious diseases
such as tuberculosis (e.g., see Johnson, 1898) in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries (Lawrence, 2010). The negative associ-
ations proved long-lasting and today medical doctors still refer to
harmful degradation as a “degenerative” condition. Negative
conceptualisations of degeneration overshadow a useful concept
of degeneracy that George Gamow (1904–1968) imported into
biology from physics and mathematics through his involvement
with the RNA tie club including Francis Crick (Mason, 2010). In
quantum physics, degeneracy refers to a situation in which
differentmeasurable states correspond to the same energy level. In
the 1950s, Gamow contributed to solving the coding problem of
DNA by suggesting that different nucleotide sequences in DNA
could code for the same amino acid (Crick, 1955). Since then,
scientists have found extensive degeneracy in the genetic code
(e.g., Alvager et al., 1989; Barnett and Jacobson, 1964; Frank, 2003;
Goodman and Rich, 1962; Grantham, 1980; Gu et al., 2003; Jestin,
2010; Kurland, 1992; Luo, 1988; Mitchell, 1968; Reichmann et al.,
1962; Sequeira-Mendes and Gómez, 2012; Weisblum et al., 1962,
1965). Recent studies of degeneracy in bacteria have shown that
different synonymous codons that interact with ribosomal
proteins at ranging levels of amino acid affinity allow organisms
to adapt to environmental changes given different amino acid
availability (Subramaniam et al., 2013).

The contemporary scientific usage of degeneracy thus refers to
the variable pathways that can lead to the same outcome, or the
ability of different structures to perform the same function. For
example, different gestures can convey the same communicative
message, different chemical pathways can be used to metabolise
food, and different proteins can bind to the same molecules.
Degeneracy is constructive for understanding how components
come together to form a synergy (Kelso, 2009), and has been
shown to be a vital property of evolutionary systems, because it
plays a central role in their reliability, adaptability and robustness
(Whitacre, 2010; Whitacre and Bender, 2010; Whitacre and
Atamas, 2012). Having multiple different backup pathways is
how living systems maintain stability over time and also how they
change, adapt and evolve.

In general, scientists have overlooked the concept of degenera-
cy not only because of the term's dominant negative meaning but
also, we would suggest, because degeneracy is predicated upon a
view of causality as being manifold and distributed. Such a view
underpins the idea of multiple arrangements yielding the same
output. This view of causality clashes with a traditional scientific

analytical approach that favors isolating single causes for a given
outcome. Geneticists looking for a single gene for a given function
or neuroscientists looking for the brain area responsible for a
specific behavior are examples of biases that hide degeneracy from
scientific models. Furthermore, technological and methodological
limitations have until recently restricted researchers to investigate
one structure and one function at a time.

Besides being difficult to study, degeneracy is often confused
with “redundancy,” another term that is used differently in
everyday speech and science. In everyday speech, we often use the
word “redundant” to refer to something that is unnecessary. To be
made “redundant” at the workplace, for example, is to lose your
job. In science, redundancy refers to multiple copies of identical
structures that perform the same function (Fig. 1). In information
theory, redundancy refers to the transmission of more information
than is strictly necessary to decode a message (Shannon, 1948). In
both cases, redundancy is generally something positive. For
example, redundant encoding of messages is argued to increase
the success of transmission in noisy conditions (Hailman, 2008).
The fact that both redundancy and degeneracy are generally
considered positive system characteristics in science makes them
very confusable. In line with this, degeneracy is often confused
with redundancy, or a type of redundancy sometimes referred to as
partial or functional redundancy. For example, two different genes
that code for the same function are often labelled redundant even
though they may be at different sites, may have different
expression patterns, or may be additionally involved in other
biological functions.We believe such a case ismore aptly described
as degenerate. The case of structurally dissimilar components
realizing a similar function (“degeneracy”) needs to be kept
distinct from the case of structurally similar components realizing
the same function (“redundancy”). Systems that exhibit degenera-
cy are not fixed to singular outcomes. In this sense, degenerate
systems are pluripotent. While a redundant system has a set
function, degenerate systems are functionally plastic. Articulating
the distinction between degeneracy and redundancy is important
if we are to work out the basic organising principles of complex
systems. Inexact lexicons, reductionist biases, historical trends,
and technological limitations are all impeding an unrestricted
engagement with degeneracy.

Contemporary research findings are progressively giving cause
to challenge reductionist approaches. Researchers have been
gradually uncovering heterogeneous pathophysiology in clinical
conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease (Lock, 2013), Huntington’s
disease (Domínguez D. et al., 2013), Parkinson’s disease (Lewis
et al., 2005), schizophrenia (Dumit, 2004), asthma (Boulet et al.,
2015; Reddel, 2012), chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder
(Hardaker et al., 2013; Timmins et al., 2012), and sleep apnea
(Dempsey et al., 2014; Eckert et al., 2013), among others. The
interindividual variability of these conditions has implications
for therapeutic approaches (Wang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013;

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Redundancy refers to identical structures, such as pencils, recruited for a similar task, such as writing. Degeneracy refers to nonidentical structures, such as pens,
crayons, and pencils, recruited for a similar task, such as writing. Pluripotentiality refers to a structure, such as a pencil, being recruited for a selection of nonidentical tasks,
such as writing, drawing, and as chopstick fashion accessories to hold hair in a bun.

2 P.H. Mason et al. / BioSystems 128 (2015) 1–8

Multi-functionality

• More than multi-stability, experts are 
able to exhibit creativity or innovation
i.e., exploitation of new opportunities = 
multi-functionality ( Kelso, 2012)

• Degeneracy - Multi-stability is
described as many structures-one 
function relationship

… Structural variability is adaptive when it
leads to stability in the performance 
outcome.

• Pluri-potentiality - Multi--functionality is
referred to a one structure-many
functions relationship

•Adaptability = stability (i.e., robustness of some functionalities to external disturbances) when it’s
needed and flexibility (i.e., functional variability) when it’s needed (Seifert, Button, Davids, 2013 Sport Med; Warren, 2006). 

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Expertise /  Adaptability / Degeneracy

Multi-stability

- Multi-stability

- Multi-functionality



2.2. The Ecological Dynamics framework to examine adaptability

How a set of interacting and dynamical
constraints makes emerge movement
coordination ?

In indoor climbing, route setter can
manipulate constraints such as 
orientation, shape, size of holds, distance 
between holds, to understand how 
climbers adapt.

More generally, adaptability could be
assessed when transfer of skills is
required between: 

- indoor speed, bouldering and lead 
climbing

- indoor and outdoor rock climbing, 

- rock,  ice climbing and mixed routes. !
!
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causes an exponential increase in the resistance to forward movement. In contrast, 

changes in the pace [swimming at 75% of maximum speed (1.5 m.s-1) and then at 

100% (2 m.s-1)] is a variation in a task constraint because in this case the amount of 

resistance to forward progress is not defined, but rather the task that the swimmer 

must perform. In addition, the constraints acting on behavior are more often 

temporary than permanent, and their influence can be strengthened or diminished 

according to the time scale (Guerin & Kunkle, 2004). The constraints on an individual 

are dynamic, interacting and fluctuating over time (e.g., with learning, age or 

development) (Davids et al., 2008). This interaction among constraints was 

highlighted in postural coordination tasks in which the task constraints (the amplitude 

of the target) interacted with the organismic constraints (the height of the center of 

gravity) (Bardy et al., 1999). In this study, the authors showed that when the center of 

gravity was lowered, subjects were in antiphase only for target amplitudes of 35 cm, 

whereas for a high center of gravity the antiphase mode appeared at 14 cm, and in 

normal conditions at 18 cm. 

In fact, a coordination pattern emerges from the dynamic interaction of all 

three types of constraint, and behavioral variability allows for the continuous 

adaptation to changes in them. Coordination emerges from functional information-

movement coupling, a concept which emphasizes that coordination is dependent on 

mutual interactions inherent to a practice setting and the individual’s activity (Figure 

5) (David et al., 2008; Davids, Glazier, Araújo, & Bartlett, 2003). 

 

  
Figure 5. Representation of coordination emerging from the interaction of constraints 

through perception-action coupling (Davids et al., 2008). 

 

The constraints-based approach to motor learning 5  
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Figure 1.1 How co-ordination and control (in the form of functional information-  
movement couplings) emerges from the interaction of key constraints on the 
performer.  
 

2 Environmental constraints can be physical in nature, such as ambient light or  
temperature. Gravity is a key environmental constraint on movement co- 
ordination in all tasks, as experienced by all athletes including skiers, divers, 
gymnasts and ice skaters. Some environmental constraints are social rather 
than physical. Spectators provide an influential environmental social con- 
straint for learners and more experienced athletes during sport performance.  

3 Task constraints are usually more specific to particular performance contexts  
than environmental constraints and include specific performance goals, rules of 
a specific sport, equipment and implements to use during a physical activ- ity, 
performance surfaces and boundary markings. The functional movement 
patterns of an individual performer may vary, even within seemingly highly 
consistent activities such as a gymnastic vault, a long jump approach run or a 
golf swing, because the task constraints differ from performance to perform- 
ance. A significant task constraint is the information available in specific 
performance contexts that athletes can use to regulate their actions.  
 
 

Information constraints on action  
James Gibson (1979) argued that neurobiological systems are surrounded by huge  
arrays of energy flows, which can act as information sources (e.g. optical, acoustic, 
proprioceptive) to support decision-making, planning and movement organiza- 
tion, during goal-directed activity. For example, informational constraints can be 
used to continuously guide actions as a player navigates through a defensive 
formation in a rugby union field. Gibson's ideas imply that pedagogists need to 
understand the nature of the information that regulates movement (i.e. "what"  
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Training adaptability means to PROHIBIT the behaviour we don’t want to see anymore (i.e. by manipulating
constraints to set action boundaries) rather than to PRESCRIBE an expected behaviour.
The constraint-led approach promotes EXPLORATION, PROBLEM-solving and SEARCH strategies.



Adaptability is tested by manipulating task constraint:

3. How do climbers adapt to hold orientation ?

Orientation and number of edges easy to grasp are changed to induce shift in 
grasping patterns and movement coordination: 



Novice climbers mostly use ‘face’ body position, horizontal hold grasping and 
a small range of hand and foot patterns (‘duck’-like), 

Experts are able to experience a variety of body, hand and foot positions, 
using mainly ‘side’ body position like ‘Cleopatra’ and both internal and 
external side of the climbing shoes

Hypothesis:



?



Climbing by rolling 
the body ‘side’ to 

‘side’

Climbing by mostly 
‘facing’ the wall 

Climbing without 
informational 

constraint
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Extreme climbing where participants perform while knowing that a simple mistake could

result in death requires a skill set normally acquired in non-extreme environments. In

the ecological dynamics approach to perception and action, skill acquisition involves

a process where the existing repertoire of behavioral capabilities (or coordination

repertoire) of a learner are destabilized and re-organized through practice—this process

can expand the individuals affordance boundaries allowing the individual to explore

new environments. Change in coordination repertoire has been observed in bi-manual

coordination and postural regulation tasks, where individuals begin practice using

one mode of coordination before transitioning to another, more effective, coordination

mode during practice. However, individuals may also improve through practice without

qualitatively reorganizing movement system components—they do not find a new mode

of coordination. To explain these individual differences during learning (i.e., whether or not

a new action is discovered), a key candidate is the existing coordination repertoire present

prior to practice. In this study, the learning dynamics of body configuration patterns

organized with respect to an indoor climbing surface were observed and the existing

repertoire of coordination evaluated prior to and after practice. Specifically, performance

outcomes and movement patterns of eight beginners were observed across 42 trials

of practice over a 7-week period. A pre- and post-test scanning procedure was used

to determine existing patterns of movement coordination and the emergence of new

movement patterns after the practice period. Data suggested the presence of different

learning dynamics by examining trial-to-trial performance in terms of jerk (an indicator

of climbing fluency), at the individual level of analysis. The different learning dynamics

(identified qualitatively) included: continuous improvement, sudden improvement, and

no improvement. Individuals showing sudden improvement appeared to develop a new
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Extreme climbing where participants perform while knowing that a simple mistake could

result in death requires a skill set normally acquired in non-extreme environments. In

the ecological dynamics approach to perception and action, skill acquisition involves

a process where the existing repertoire of behavioral capabilities (or coordination

repertoire) of a learner are destabilized and re-organized through practice—this process

can expand the individuals affordance boundaries allowing the individual to explore

new environments. Change in coordination repertoire has been observed in bi-manual

coordination and postural regulation tasks, where individuals begin practice using

one mode of coordination before transitioning to another, more effective, coordination

mode during practice. However, individuals may also improve through practice without

qualitatively reorganizing movement system components—they do not find a new mode

of coordination. To explain these individual differences during learning (i.e., whether or not

a new action is discovered), a key candidate is the existing coordination repertoire present

prior to practice. In this study, the learning dynamics of body configuration patterns

organized with respect to an indoor climbing surface were observed and the existing

repertoire of coordination evaluated prior to and after practice. Specifically, performance

outcomes and movement patterns of eight beginners were observed across 42 trials

of practice over a 7-week period. A pre- and post-test scanning procedure was used

to determine existing patterns of movement coordination and the emergence of new

movement patterns after the practice period. Data suggested the presence of different

learning dynamics by examining trial-to-trial performance in terms of jerk (an indicator

of climbing fluency), at the individual level of analysis. The different learning dynamics

(identified qualitatively) included: continuous improvement, sudden improvement, and

no improvement. Individuals showing sudden improvement appeared to develop a new

3.1. Effect of informational constraint on behavioural
adaptation

Dual Horizontal Vertical



Seifert et al. Affordance Realization in Climbing: Learning and Transfer

Each route was identifiable by color and was set on an artificial
indoor climbing wall by three professional certified route setters
who ensured that the routes matched an intermediate climbing
ability (i.e., physical–technical difficulty grades of 5b on the F-
RSD). The three routes had the same height (10.3m) and they
were composed of the same number of hand-holds (20), which
were bolted to a flat vertical surface (Figure 1).

The holds were located at the same place on the artificial
wall for all routes; only the orientation of the hold was changed:
(i) the first route was designed to allow horizontal hold grasping
(H), (ii) the second route was designed to allow vertical hold
grasping (V), and (iii) the third route was designed to allow dual
grasping (D), (i.e., both horizontal and vertical hold grasping)
(Figure 2). Furthermore, the route was set to ensure that the
footholds invited a vertical grasping pattern, without preventing
a horizontal grasping pattern. The difficulty of the route therefore
remained the same as the other conditions (i.e., 5b on the F-RSD),
but the complexity of the route path and associated holds was
higher. Three professional certified route setters confirmed that
the routes were of similar difficulty but varied in complexity of
route design.

Each route was top-roped, which meant that the route was
climbed with the rope anchored above the climber at all times.
Each ascent was preceded by 3min of route preview, which is
assumed to be a key climbing performance parameter (Sanchez
et al., 2012; Seifert et al., 2017). No instructions were given prior
to the route preview to ensure that the opportunity for pre-ascent
visual exploration of the climbing route was the same for all
participants.

Participants were instructed to self-pace their ascent, with the
following task-goal: find a way to climb the wall as fluently as
possible, without falling down and by minimizing pauses and
changes in body direction (Cordier et al., 1993, 1994, 1996; Seifert
et al., 2014a). The instructions were not too specific to ensure
that climbing actions—and subsequently any exploratory or
performatory behaviors—emerged relative to the task constraints
of each condition.

Last, a transfer test was designed as a mix of the three
previous routes: the first six holds only invited horizontal
grasping, the seven next holds only invited vertical grasping,
while the last seven holds invited both horizontal and vertical
grasping. This route was designed to assess the capability of
the climbers to utilize the grasping patterns that they may
have developed during the completion of the three practice
routes. Thus, the transfer test should be considered as a
whole as a new route where an analysis per section is not
meaningful (i.e., each section cannot be analyzed separately).
Indeed, considering the concept of “nested affordances,” we
hypothesized that the holds are not perceived separately (i.e., step
by step) but could be perceived as a sequence of possibilities
of action (Seifert et al., 2017). It would mean that the current
behavior of the climber is linked to where he comes from
and where he goes next. Therefore, a fluent climbing would
be obtained by fluent transition between holds and not by
saccadic displacement resulting from step by step problem
solving.

FIGURE 1 | Location of the 20 hand-holds for the three routes. Adapted from

Seifert et al. (2015).

Data Collection
Route Difficulty and Design
The difficulty grade of the route was not given to the participants.
After the 3min of route preview, participants were required to
estimate the difficulty grade of each route before the ascent.
Moreover, how climbers approached the route, in particular how
they perceived hold grasp-ability and use-ability was determined
via a modified version of the presentation, approach, evaluation
questionnaire (PAE; Sanchez and Dauby, 2009), which focused
on the climber’s “approach.” During the first and fourth practice
sessions, perceived hold grasp-ability was assessed with the
following questions: (a) I easily perceive the holds dedicated for
the feet and for hands, (b) I perceive the best manner to grasp the
holds; then, perceived hold use-ability was assessed as follows: (a)

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org 4 May 2018 | Volume 9 | Article 820

Route properties:
10,4 m height
20 hand holds

F-RSD = Level 5b

3.2. Experimental design to test 
hold orientation

Task goal: 
Climb as fluent as possible, 

i.e. minimizing stops and saccades 

3 routes randomly distributed



Data collection: Worn sensor (IMU)

1

Motion Pod3  de MOVEA

1. Introduction
• Gyro 2ou 3D + Accéléro 3D + Magnéto 3D; cela permet d’analyser 6 

ddl (3 en rotation, 3 en translation) en temps réel à partir de la position 
initiale.

• Application pratique: 

D3 - Usages et environnement 2

inertial measurement unit 
combining 3D accelerometer, 

3D gyroscope, 3D 
magnetometer 

(www.movea.com, France) 

http://www.movea.com


3.2.1. Effect of route design and learning on jerk
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This study investigated a new performance indicator to assess climbing fluency (smoothness of the hip trajectory and orientation 
of a climber using normalized jerk coefficients) to explore effects of practice and hold design on performance. Eight experienced 
climbers completed four repetitions of two, 10-m high routes with similar difficulty levels, but varying in hold graspability 
(holds with one edge vs holds with two edges). An inertial measurement unit was attached to the hips of each climber to col-
lect 3D acceleration and 3D orientation data to compute jerk coefficients. Results showed high correlations (r = .99, P < .05) 
between the normalized jerk coefficient of hip trajectory and orientation. Results showed higher normalized jerk coefficients 
for the route with two graspable edges, perhaps due to more complex route finding and action regulation behaviors. This effect 
decreased with practice. Jerk coefficient of hip trajectory and orientation could be a useful indicator of climbing fluency for 
coaches as its computation takes into account both spatial and temporal parameters (ie, changes in both climbing trajectory and 
time to travel this trajectory).

Keywords: movement jerk, climbing fluency, hold design, inertial measurement unit

Rock climbing involves interspersed periods of maintaining 
body equilibrium on a more or less vertical climbing surface,1–4 
with combined upper and lower limb movements to ascend this 
surface rapidly.5–7 During performance, the alternation of periods 
dedicated to postural regulation and to quadruped displacement 
on a vertical surface might lead to a drop in measures of climb-
ing fluency that is fundamental to quantify. Previous studies have 
assessed the fluency of climbing movements from temporal and 
spatial measurement analyses.

Temporal measurement analyses have included harmonic 
analysis of the acceleration of the hips8 and quantification of the 
duration of a static position as any point throughout the climb 
where the hips were not in motion.9–11 Harmonic analysis is a tool 
for observing the structure of movement dynamics. Using Fourier 
transformation, Cordier et al8 conducted a harmonic analysis reveal-
ing that the expert climbing performance could be characterized 
by a pendulum oscillating as a mass-spring system that works like 
a dissipative system (ie, a system where dissipation of energy is 
minimized by harmonic movements). The study of Cordier et al8 
only considered the displacement of the hips in 2D (ie, movement 
projection in the vertical plane), whereas recent studies have high-

lighted the prevalence of anteroposterior and lateral sway during 
climbing performance,7,12 supporting the importance of 3D move-
ment analysis, which should take into account both hip translation 
and hip rotation.

Spatial measurement analyses mainly corresponded to compu-
tations of the geometric entropy index value from the displacement 
of the hips.7,13–16 The geometric index of entropy (H) was calculated 
by recording the distance path covered by the hips (L) and the 
perimeter of the convex hull around that path (c) according to the 
following equation:14,15

 H = logn2L/c. (1)

According to Cordier et al,14,15 geometric entropy measures 
reveal the amount of fluency or curvature of a curve. The higher 
the entropy, the higher the disorder of the system; therefore, a low 
entropy value was associated with a low energy expenditure and 
greater climbing fluency. Regardless, the geometric entropy index 
remains a spatial measure of body motion that does not consider the 
displacement of the hips over time, only the image of their trajec-
tory. Entropy measures do not consider the way that this trajectory 
is achieved. Therefore, when a climber pauses for the purposes of 
route finding or for postural regulation, it is not taken into consid-
eration by the geometric entropy index. Therefore, it is necessary to 
develop an indicator of climbing fluency that considers both spatial 
and temporal measurements.

A previous study exploring self-handicap factors on success-
ful climbing performance highlighted that competitive climbers 
exhibited “performance anxiety through rigid posture and jerky 
movements which could limit performance by reducing move-
ment fluency” (p. 276).17 This study led us to seek the best way to 
assess climbing fluency from computation of jerk values. Previous 
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the two routes and Figure 3 illustrates the differences of normalized 
jerk of hip orientation between sessions for the two routes.

A significant positive correlation appears between the normal-
ized jerk of hip trajectory and normalized jerk of hip orientation (r 
= .99, P < .001; Figure 4). This finding signifies that both measures 
provide a similar measure of smoothness, the only difference being 
the scale of the two coefficients.

Discussion

Translations and rotations of the hips correspond to two indepen-
dent components of the 3D motions of the trunk during climbing 

performance. However, our results demonstrated high correlation 
values between the normalized jerk values of hip trajectory and 
hip orientation revealing that both 3D translations and 3D rotations 
of the hips should be considered to assess climbing fluency. This 
correlation might be lower in beginners who mainly climb with a 
permanent face-to-the-wall body orientation (because hip orienta-
tion does not change). Our results confirmed the limitations of using 
2D spatial analysis (by projecting the hip trajectory on the plane 
of the climbing wall7 and by using only a spatial measurement, as 
previously undertaken through the geometric entropy index).10,14,15 
Indeed, climbers can exhibit saccades (variations in speed) of hip 
displacement when they explore hold grasping,7,38 as well as longer 
pauses dedicated to the tasks of active resting,39 route finding,14,15 

Figure 3 — Differences of normalized jerk of hip orientation between sessions for the complex route design (ie, double edges holds route; black line) 
and the simple route design (ie, horizontal edge holds route; dotted line).

Figure 2 — Differences of normalized jerk of hip trajectory between sessions for the complex route design (ie, double edges holds route; black line) 
and the simple route design (ie, horizontal edge holds route; dotted line).

Jerk corresponds to the 
third derivative of position 
and indicates the 
smoothness of hip or CoM
trajectory.

Jerk decreases with learning
and hold design complexity
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3. Results

The mean values and their respective standard errors of the mean, and significant main effects and interaction effects are sum-
marised in Fig. 2 where in, Graphs A E refer to the analysis of hip entropy and in Graphs F J relate to hand hold exploration data.

The following results are organized in relation to the research questions of interest, that: 1) both groups would be induced to learn
on the meta-stable route; 2) the less experienced group would show learning effects on routes that require climbing speciRc experi-
ence whereas, the more experienced climbers would not; and 3), that transfer would be supported in both groups.

3.1. E@ect of practice on meta-stable route

There were significant interaction effects at both the route x practice and group x practice level for the outcome of entropy: F(3,
36) = 2.274, p = 0.05, r = 0.40; F(3, 36) = 6.256, p = 0.002, respectively. However for the outcome of hand exploration there
was only a significant interaction at the group practice level; F(3, 36) = 3.323, p = 0.03. In examining the estimated marginal

Fig. 2. The main and interaction effects across the two main dependent variables, entropy (Graphs A E) and hold exploration (Graphs F J). Note: Both= Double
edged route; exp.= experience; Hori= Horizontal route; SEM= standard error of the mean; T= Trial; Vert= Vertical route; *= significant main or interaction
effect.
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Constraints representing a meta-stable régime facilitate exploration
during practice and transfer of learning in a complex multi-
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Previous investigations have shown that inducing meta-stability in behavior can be achieved by
overlapping affordances through constraint manipulation, allowing cooperative and competitive
tendencies to functionally coexist. The purpose of this paper was to test a number of conditions
applying these design principles on performance during skills practice and transfer. Of additional
interest, was whether the existing skill level interacted with the environmental properties of the
experimental tasks (varying indoor climbing routes). Two skill groups practised on three routes
per session over four separate sessions. At the end of the final session, climbers undertook a
transfer test. Routes, matched for difficulty, were manipulated in terms of hand-hold design.
Route-1 and Route-2 were designed with holds with a single graspable edge, aligned entirely
parallel or perpendicular to the ground plane respectively. Route-3 had at each hold, two
graspable edges (one parallel and one perpendicular to the ground plane). Behavioral exploration
at the hip and hands were largest under the metastable condition (Route-3). Skill level also
interacted with route properties during practice and influenced transfer. Data suggest meta-
stability induces exploratory behaviors. Less skilled individuals explore both hand and hip levels,
whereas, more experienced climbers explore at the hip level.

1. Introduction

Learning complex multi-articular actions is influenced by the specific experiences of an individual under constraints present
during practice (Seifert, Button, & Davids, 2013). Internal and external constraints on performance are inherently uncertain, re-
quiring adaptation of movement patterns to regulate actions and their stability (Newell, 1991). Designing uncertainty into a practice
environment may be functionally specific (supporting goal achievement) for performance in contexts towards which the transfer of
skill or learning is intended (for definitions, see Carroll, Benjamin, Stephan, & Carson, 2001; for experimental data, see Travassos,
Duarte, Vilar, Davids, & Araújo, 2012). Induced uncertainty can be designed into learning programmes through constraints manip-
ulation at the task, individual and/or environmental levels (Chow, Davids, Button, & Koh, 2008; Orth, Davids, & Seifert, 2015;
Ranganathan &Newell, 2013). A hallmark feature of practice under such constraints is movement variability. Movement variability
can be functionally characterized in different ways such as noise (Schöllhorn, Mayer-Kress, Newell, &Michelbrink, 2009), movement

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.humov.2017.09.007
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(low chaos in the system) associated with a low energy expenditure and probably with a
more effective climbing strategy. A graphic explanation of the geometric entropy H is
given in Fig. 4 providing greater clarity.

The absolute velocity (jVj) is the magnitude of the velocity vector of the mass center and
it is computed as

jV j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

_X 2
CM þ _Y 2

CM þ _Z2
CM

" #q
:

The velocity vector of the center of mass was computed from the center of mass trajectory
by numerically deriving each trajectory component (X, Y and Z components).

Prior to the calculation of velocity and acceleration the values of the X, Y and Z coor-
dinates of the center of mass were smoothed by a least-squares method using a Stavitsky
and Golay filter (Stavitsky & Golay, 1964) as implemented in Matlab (Matlab, The Math-
works Inc., Natick, MA, USA) with a 140 m window as suggested by Willems, Cavagna,
and Heglund (1995). Willems and colleagues used this filter for walking movements, but
rock climbing movements seem to be in nearly the same, or even a lower, frequency range.

The absolute acceleration (jAj) is the magnitude of the acceleration vector of the mass
center and it is computed as

jAj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

€X 2
CM þ €Y 2

CM þ €Z2
CM

" #q
:

The acceleration vector of the center of mass was computed from the center of mass tra-
jectory by numerically deriving twice each trajectory component (X, Y and Z
components).

The power of acceleration time course (P) is the total power of the acceleration vector.
It is computed according to signal processing theory as follows: the power spectral density

Fig. 4. Graphic explanation of the geometric entropy H.
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3.2.3. Effect of route design and learning on exploratory-
performatory movement and body roll 
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TABLE 1 | Differences of performatory movements, exploratory movements, ascent duration and geometric index of entropy between the

horizontal-edge, vertical-edge, and double-edge routes.

Performatory movements Exploratory movements Ascent duration (s) Geometric index of entropy

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Horizontal-edge route 20.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 74.6 9.0 1.08 0.1

Vertical-edge route 22.3* 0.4 0.6* 0.1 114.2* 16.2 1.14 0.2

Double-edge route 22.2* 0.4 0.5* 0.1 118.1* 15.7 1.21* 0.2

F-value F(2,7) = 11.45 F(2,7) = 5.66 F(2,7) = 10.21 F(2,7) = 8.8

P-value P = 0.006 P = 0.035 P = 0.008 P = 0.012

Effect size η
2
p = 0.77 η

2
p = 0.62 η

2
p = 0.74 η

2
p = 0.72

*Corresponds to significant differences with the horizontal-edge route with P < 0.05.

FIGURE 5 | Differences of relative duration spent to roll the hip between the first (A), the second (B), the third (C), and the fourth (D) learning session.

*Corresponds to significant differences with the fourth session (including F- and P-values and effect size: η
2
P).

Transfer
When behavior during known routes (considering the fourth
session of each route) was compared to that emerging during the
transfer test, we noted higher levels of variability in trunk rolling
motions, greater numbers of exploratory and performatory
movements, and longer ascent duration times during the transfer
test (Table 3). The higher level of exploratory behavior did
not cause a decrease in climbing fluency because the climbers
exhibited statistically non-significant differences in geometric
index of entropy between the fourth session of each route

and the transfer test, suggesting positive effects of exploration
during learning. The higher variability in trunk rolling motions
corresponded to the significant lower frequency of the hip rolling
motions [F(3, 6) = 5.78, p = 0.041, η

2
P = 0.81] observed in

the transfer test (K = 5.3) compared to performance on the
horizontal-edge route [K = 8.4; contrast test: F(1,8) = 10.3,
p = 0.013, η2

P = 0.56]. Moreover, neck rolling motion displayed
significantly higher concentration of the distribution [F(3, 6) =

6.65, p = 0.025, η
2
P = 0.77] during the horizontal-edge route

[K = 12.9; contrast test: F(1, 8) = 21.86, P = 0.002, η2
P = 0.73]
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TABLE 2 | Differences of performatory movements, exploratory movements, ascent duration, and geometric index of entropy between sessions.

Performatory movements Exploratory movements Ascent duration (s) Geometric index of entropy

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Session 1 22.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 115.9 9.0 1.17 0.1

Session 2 21.8* 0.4 0.3 0.1 103.2 18.4 1.16 0.2

Session 3 21.4* 0.4 0.3 0.1 96.5* 13.7 1.15 0.2

Session 4 21.4* 0.4 0.1* 0.1 93.4* 14.1 1.11 0.1

F-value F(3,6) = 6.81 F(3,6) = 6.77 F(3,6) = 5.95

P-value P = 0.024 P = 0.026 P = 0.036

Effect size η
2
p = 0.77 η

2
p = 0.74 η

2
p = 0.71

*Corresponds to significant differences with the first session with P < 0.05.

and the vertical-edge route [K = 8.1; contrast test: F(1, 8) = 7.48,
P = 0.026, η2

P = 0.48], than in the transfer test (K = 5.8). More
detailed analyses showed that the transfer test led the climbers to
roll their trunk side and obliquely to the wall for longer durations
than for the horizontal-edge and/or vertical-edge and/or double-
edge routes (Figures 6, 7). Moreover, the climbers decreased the
relative duration spent rolling to the left side and increased the
relative duration spent rolling to the right side during the transfer
test in comparison to the other routes (Figures 6, 7).

When the behaviors during performance on unknown routes
(considering the first session of each route) were compared
to those observed during the transfer test, we noted higher
levels of variability of trunk rolling motion, greater numbers
of exploratory movements and longer ascent duration times
during the transfer test in comparison to the first session
of the horizontal-edge route (Table 4). The higher levels of
exploratory behaviors did not decrease climbing fluency because
the climbers exhibited statistically non-significant differences in
the value of the geometric index of entropy between the first
session of the horizontal edge route and the transfer test. These
results support the positive effects of exploration during on-sight
climbing (notably, on route finding skills as well as movement
adaptations). Moreover, although the levels of variability in
trunk rolling motions, the number of exploratory movements
and the time of ascent did not change significantly between
the transfer test and the first session of the double-edge route,
performance in the latter showed lower levels of climbing fluency
(i.e., higher geometric index of entropy), again supporting the
positive effects of movement exploration. More detailed analyses
displayed a significant higher concentration of hip rolling motion
[F(1.395,11.161) = 5.6, p = 0.029, η2

P = 0.42] for the horizontal-
edge route [K = 10.3; contrast test: F(1, 8) = 5.68, p = 0.044,
η
2
P = 0.42] than for the transfer test (K = 5.3). Moreover, the

neck rolling motion showed significant higher concentration of
the distribution [F(1.306,10.447) = 7.36, p = 0.016, η2

P = 0.48] for
the horizontal-edge route [K = 11.4; contrast test: F(1, 8) = 6.56,
p = 0.034, η

2
P = 0.45] than for the transfer test (K = 5.8).

This can be observed by a longer relative duration of trunk rolling
motion side and obliquely to the wall in the transfer test than in
the horizontal-edge climbing condition. This effect was revealed
by longer relative duration of time spent in the −90 to −67.5◦

range of hip rolling motion [F(1.675,13.402) = 5.49, p = 0.046,
η
2
P = 0.43] for the transfer test (duration of 4.1 ± 1.8%) than

for the horizontal-edge route (duration of 0.2 ± 0.1%) [contrast
test: F(1, 8) = 5.96, p = 0.043, η2

P = 0.48]. Also, longer relative
duration of the −90 to −67.5◦ range of neck rolling motion
occurred [F(3, 6) = 5.41, P = 0.044, η2

P = 0.73] for the transfer
test (duration of 2.4 ± 1.4%) than for the horizontal-edge route
(duration of 0.4 ± 1.1%) [contrast test: F(1, 8) = 5.67, p = 0.044,
η
2
P = 0.42].

DISCUSSION

Destabilization and Reorganization of a
Behavioral Repertoire
Our hypothesis that route design manipulation could destabilize
a behavioral repertoire was mainly confirmed by the results.
Participants completed the climbing task by spending 55–75%
of time with a “face to the wall” orientation of the hip and
neck whatever the route design, showing the dominance and
stability of this pattern in behavioral repertoires. However, there
were five main findings that confirmed the hypothesis that
this stable state could be destabilized by climbers’ emergent
behaviors when the route design was manipulated. First, the
vertical-edge and the double-edge routes destabilized the range
of neck rolling motions that occurred obliquely to the wall 10%
of time more often (38 vs. 28%). This emergent behavior is
quite understandable because the shoulders are directly linked
to the arms and consequently the upper-part of trunk rolling
motion is sensitive to the hand orientation during hold grasping.
Therefore, oscillating more or less with the trunk may have
allowed participants to reach, grasp and use holds that would
not be reachable, graspable and usable when a climber attempted
to do so with the trunk facing’ the wall. Previous work has
exemplified that texture, surface, shape, size and orientation
of holds invite various hand grasping patterns (e.g., crimp,
gaston, jug, mono, pinch, pocket, sloper, and undercling grasping
patterns) and body positions (e.g., bridge, campus, crossover,
deadpoint, flag, heel hook, knee bar, and mantle body positions;
Phillips et al., 2012). These findings support the view that the
range of the trunk rolling motion can indicate how a climber is
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This study investigated how environmental design shapes perceptual-motor exploration,

when meta-stable regions of performance are created. Here, we examined how creating

meta-stable regions of performance could destabilize pre-existing skills, favoring greater

exploration of performance environments, exemplified in this study by climbing surfaces.

In this investigation we manipulated hold orientations on an indoor climbing wall to

examine how nine climbers explored, learned, and transferred various trunk-rolling

motion patterns and hand grasping movements. The learning protocol consisted of

four sessions, in which climbers randomly ascended three different routes, as fluently

as possible. All three routes were 10.3m in height and composed of 20 hand-holds at

the same locations on an artificial climbing wall; only hold orientations were altered: (i) a

horizontal-edge route was designed to afford horizontal hold grasping, (ii) a vertical-edge

route afforded vertical hold grasping, and (iii), a double-edge route was designed to afford

both horizontal and vertical hold grasping. As a meta-stable condition of performance

invite an individual to both exploit his pre-existing behavioral repertoire (i.e., horizontal

hold grasping pattern and trunk face to the wall) and explore new behaviors (i.e., vertical

hold grasping and trunk side to the wall), it was hypothesized that the double-edge

route characterized a meta-stable region of performance. Data were collected from

inertial measurement units located on the neck and hip of each climber, allowing

us to compute rolling motion referenced to the artificial climbing wall. Information on

ascent duration, the number of exploratory and performatory movements for locating

hand-holds, and hip path was also observed in video footage from a frontal camera worn

by participants. Climbing fluency was assessed by calculating geometric index of entropy.

Results showed that the meta-stable condition of performance may have afforded

utilization of more adaptive climbing behaviors (expressed in higher values for range and

variability of trunk rolling motion and greater number of exploratory movements). Findings

indicated how climbers learn to explore and, subsequently, use effective exploratory

search strategies that can facilitate transfer of learning to performance in novel climbing

environments.

Keywords: coordination dynamics, motor learning, meta-stability, exploration, affordances
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FIGURE 4 | Differences of relative duration spent to roll the hip (left panels) and neck (right panels) between the horizontal-edge (A,B), vertical-edge

(C,D), and double-edge routes (E,F). *Corresponds to significant differences with the horizontal-edge route (including F- and P-values and effect size: η
2
P).

Effect of Practice
Practice did not show any significant effects on variability of
trunk rolling motion. Similarly, practice did not show any
significant effects on neck rolling motions and on coordination
of the neck-hip rolling motions. However, practice had an
impact on the side of the hip rolling motion, since climbers
decreased the relative time spent rolling to the left side and
increased the relative time spent rolling to the right side for
sessions 1 and 2 in comparison to session 4 (Figure 5). Moreover,
practice led to significantly fewer exploratory and performatory
movements being observed and lower times of ascent duration
over sessions (Table 2), but no change in geometric index of

entropy (i.e., climbing fluency). Also, the number of hand
vertical grasping movements on the double-edge route did not
change significantly with practice (between 8.7 ± 2.7 and 9.4 ±

2.9). However, significant interactions between route design and
practice showed that the geometric index of entropy significantly
decreased between the two first sessions (respectively, 1.33 ± 0.1
and 1.25± 0.1) and the fourth session (1.08± 0.1) for the double-
edge route, F(3,6) = 36.7, p = 0.007, η

2
P = 0.98. Together,

these results imply that practicing under a meta-stable regime
entailed the same level of behavioral exploration associated with
an improvement in performance outcomes (i.e., greater climbing
fluency), supporting the effectiveness of the exploration process.
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After a recuperation period of at least .5 hr the procedure was repeated, but now
participants climbed in the other condition (high if they had started low; low if they
had started high). The order of high and low conditions was reversed with each
new participant (balanced over male and female participants).

Dependent variables. For each condition, the following dependent vari-
ables were determined from the videotapes:

1. Number of performatory movements, defined as the number of movements
during which a hold is released and contact is made with another hold,
which is then used as support.

2. Number of exploratory movements, defined as the number of times a hold was
touched without it being used as support.

Participants’ movements were viewed by two independent raters for accurate
determination of the dependent variables just mentioned. There was a 100%
interobserver agreement regarding performatory as well as exploratory movements.

3. Climbing time was also registered for each condition; it was defined as the
sum of the time needed to climb the two traverses (from the right to the
left, and back). As soon as participants released one of the holds in the
starting position, time started. When participants had returned to the
starting position, the time was stopped.

Statistical analysis. See Experiment 1.

Results

State anxiety. Participants reported significantly higher anxiety scores in
the high condition (M = 4.8, SD = 1.81) than in the low condition (M = 2.2, SD
= 1.98), t(11) = 5.32, p = .0001, ES = 1.33, indicating that the anxiety manipula-
tion was again successful.

Behavioral variables. Table 2 presents an overview of the results concern-
ing number of performatory movements (hand and foot movements), number of
exploratory movements, and climbing time. The number of performatory move-
ments was significantly higher in the high condition than in the low condition,
t(11) = 3.00, p = .006, ES = 1.08. Investigating hand and foot movements sepa-
rately, it appeared that significantly more performatory hand movements were
made in the high condition than in the low condition, t(11) = 3.90, p = .001, ES =
1.21, as well as significantly more performatory foot movements, t(11) = 2.11, p =
.029, ES = 0.76. Also the number of exploratory movements was significantly
larger in the high condition than in the low condition, t(11) = 2.76, p = .009, ES
= 1.14. Both the number of exploratory hand movements and the number of ex-
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5 inertial measurement unit combining 3D 
accelerometer, 3D gyroscope, 3D magnetometer 

(www.movea.com, France) 

1

Motion Pod3  de MOVEA

1. Introduction
• Gyro 2ou 3D + Accéléro 3D + Magnéto 3D; cela permet d’analyser 6 

ddl (3 en rotation, 3 en translation) en temps réel à partir de la position 
initiale.

• Application pratique: 

D3 - Usages et environnement 2

http://www.movea.com
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Validation with manual video annotation obtained from blind process (cross of 2 operators
analysis). Accuracy between 70% (pelvis) to 90% (hands & feet).

Ex for one sensor:
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A↵ordances during climbing Automatic detection

Full body state

Evolution of full body state

Immobility 25%
Regulation 5%

Hold interaction 43%
Traction 27%

Ex of full-body 
analysis
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The aim of this study was to investigate how the affordances of an indoor climbing

wall changed for intermediate climbers following a period of practice during which hold

orientation was manipulated within a learning and transfer protocol. The learning protocol

consisted of four sessions, in which eight climbers randomly ascended three different

routes of fixed absolute difficulty (5c on the French scale), as fluently as possible. All three

routes were 10.3m in height and composed of 20 hand-holds at the same locations

on an artificial climbing wall; only hold orientations were altered: (i) a horizontal-edge

route (H) was designed to afford horizontal hold grasping, (ii) a vertical-edge route (V)

afforded vertical hold grasping, and (iii), a double-edge route (D) was designed to afford

both horizontal and vertical hold grasping. Five inertial measurement units (IMU) (3D

accelerometer, 3D gyroscope, 3D magnetometer) were attached to the hip, feet and

forearms to analyze the vertical acceleration and direction (3D unitary vector) of each

limb and hip in ambient space during the entire ascent. Segmentation and classification

processes supported detection of movement and stationary phases for each IMU.

Depending on whether limbs and/or hip were moving, a decision tree distinguished

four states of behavior: stationary (absence of limb and hip motion), hold exploration

(absence of hip motion but at least one limb in motion), hip movement (hip in motion but

absence of limb motion) and global motion (hip in motion and at least one limb in motion).

Results showed that with practice, the learners decreased the relative duration of hold

exploration, suggesting that they improved affordance perception of hold grasp-ability.

The number of performatory movements also decreased as performance increased

during learning sessions, confirming that participants’ climbing efficacy improved as a

function of practice. Last, the results were more marked for the H route, while the D route

led to longer relative stationary duration and a shorter relative duration of performatory

states. Together, these findings emphasized the benefit of manipulating task constraints

to promote safe exploration during learning, which is particularly relevant in extreme

sports involving climbing tasks.

Keywords: motor learning, affordance, exploration, perception, climbing
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The aim of this study was to investigate how the affordances of an indoor climbing

wall changed for intermediate climbers following a period of practice during which hold

orientation was manipulated within a learning and transfer protocol. The learning protocol

consisted of four sessions, in which eight climbers randomly ascended three different

routes of fixed absolute difficulty (5c on the French scale), as fluently as possible. All three

routes were 10.3m in height and composed of 20 hand-holds at the same locations

on an artificial climbing wall; only hold orientations were altered: (i) a horizontal-edge

route (H) was designed to afford horizontal hold grasping, (ii) a vertical-edge route (V)

afforded vertical hold grasping, and (iii), a double-edge route (D) was designed to afford

both horizontal and vertical hold grasping. Five inertial measurement units (IMU) (3D

accelerometer, 3D gyroscope, 3D magnetometer) were attached to the hip, feet and

forearms to analyze the vertical acceleration and direction (3D unitary vector) of each

limb and hip in ambient space during the entire ascent. Segmentation and classification

processes supported detection of movement and stationary phases for each IMU.

Depending on whether limbs and/or hip were moving, a decision tree distinguished

four states of behavior: stationary (absence of limb and hip motion), hold exploration

(absence of hip motion but at least one limb in motion), hip movement (hip in motion but

absence of limb motion) and global motion (hip in motion and at least one limb in motion).

Results showed that with practice, the learners decreased the relative duration of hold

exploration, suggesting that they improved affordance perception of hold grasp-ability.

The number of performatory movements also decreased as performance increased

during learning sessions, confirming that participants’ climbing efficacy improved as a

function of practice. Last, the results were more marked for the H route, while the D route

led to longer relative stationary duration and a shorter relative duration of performatory

states. Together, these findings emphasized the benefit of manipulating task constraints

to promote safe exploration during learning, which is particularly relevant in extreme

sports involving climbing tasks.
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TABLE 2 | Effect of practice on number of falls, ascent duration and jerk

coefficient.

Trial Number of

falls

Ascent

duration (s)

Jerk coefficient

1 4.1 ± 1.5 120.8 ± 13.8 3.07 × 1013 ± 1.28

× 1012

2 2.7 ± 1.1 100.9 ± 10.2 1.73 × 1013 ± 9.71

× 1011

3 1.4 ± 0.9*

p = 0.034

87.4 ± 8.8*

p = 0.026

9.94 × 1012 ± 4.71

× 1011 * p = 0.023

4 0* p = 0.01 84.6 ± 6.3*

p = 0.021

4.21 × 1012 ± 2.78

× 1011 * p = 0.02

ANOVA

F-value
F (3,6) = 5.66 F (3, 6) = 16.65 F (1.39, 10.10) = 5.76

p-value 0.047 0.04 0.031

ηP
2 0.77 0.85 0.52

*Post-hoc tests showing significant differences with the first trial.

these differences occurred between practice 1 vs. practices 3 and
4 (Table 2). No significant interaction was found between route
design and practice effects.

No falls were observed during the fourth climb on each
route, although 5.5 ± 2.7 falls did occur during the transfer
test [F(1, 7) = 6.95, p = 0.024, ηP

2 = 0.57]. Moreover, the
one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant effect
of transfer on ascent duration [F(1.25, 8.75) = 5.76, p = 0.035,
ηP

2 = 0.46]; the simple contrast tests highlighted longer ascent
duration on the transfer test (132.7 ± 37.1 s) than on the
fourth climb of the H route (75.5 ± 19.4 s) [F(1, 7) = 9.88,
p = 0.016, ηP

2 = 0.59], while no significant difference was
found between the transfer test and the fourth climb of the V
route (92.4 ± 33.9 s) and D route (94.3 ± 25.1 s). Finally, the
one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant effect
of transfer on jerk coefficient [F(1.05, 7.35) = 5.88, p = 0.026,
ηP

2 = 0.48]; the simple contrast tests highlighted significantly
greater jerk coefficient during the transfer test (5.19 × 1013 ±

2.32 × 1012) in comparison with the fourth climb of the H
route (7.05 × 1011 ± 2.17 × 1010), [F(1, 7) = 5.91, p = 0.042,
ηP

2 = 0.51], while no significant difference occurred between
the transfer test and the fourth climb of the V route (6.91
× 1012 ± 4.01 × 1011) and D route (5.03 × 1012 ± 3.29 ×

1011).

Climbing Affordances
With practice, the climbers significantly decreased the number of
occurrences and the relative duration of hold exploration across
all routes (Table 3).

Figure 4 exemplified for one participant the lower hold
exploratory movements for H route than for D route, and the
decrease of hold exploratory movements from trial 1 to trial 4.

The one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant
effect of transfer on the number of occurrences of exploration
[F(1.34, 9.43) = 6.21, p = 0.028, ηP

2 = 0.64], postural regulation
[F(3, 5) = 30.98, p = 0.001, ηP

2 = 0.95], stationary position
[F(3, 5) = 6.63, p = 0.027, ηP

2 = 0.70] and performatory

TABLE 3 | Effect of practice on the climbing states (i.e., number of events and

total relative duration of the state expressed in % of the whole ascent duration).

Trial Number Relative duration (%)

IMMOBILITY

1 27.9 ± 5.7 31.6 ± 4.5

2 28.4 ± 5.6 28.2 ± 4.8

3 22.5 ± 4.6 32.0 ± 5.0

4 21.3 ± 3.7* p = 0.028 30.3 ± 5.9

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.94

p-value 0.022

ηP
2 0.62

POSTURAL REGULATION

1 18.0 ± 3.2 6.2 ± 1.6

2 17.3 ± 3.3 7.4 ± 2.1

3 15.3 ± 1.6 5.0 ± 0.9

4 13.6 ± 1.4 5.4 ± 1.1

HOLD EXPLORATORY MOVEMENTS

1 11.0 ± 2.4 13.3 ± 1.8

2 10.6 ± 3.2 11.0 ± 1.9

3 8.9 ± 2.7 9.3 ± 2.1

4 9.6 ± 2.7 8.1 ± 2.2* p = 0.037

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.17

p-value 0.027

ηP
2 0.66

HOLD CHANGE

1 8.9 ± 1.4 6.5 ± 0.8

2 7.1 ± 1.1 5.6 ± 0.7

3 9.2 ± 1.4 7.8 ± 1.1

4 8.7 ± 1.3 7.2 ± 0.9

PERFORMATORY MOVEMENTS

1 23.2 ± 3.5 42.4 ± 5.5

2 22.6 ± 3.2 47.6 ± 5.9

3 21.4 ± 1.2 45.9 ± 4.9

4 19.0 ± 1.3* p = 0.025 45.5 ± 6.1

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.08

p-value 0.029

ηP
2 0.65

*Post-hoc tests showing significant differences with the first trial.

movements [F(3, 5) = 6.09, p = 0.031, ηP
2 = 0.78]. The

simple contrast tests highlighted that the transfer test exhibited
a significantly higher number of occurrences of exploration
[F(1, 7) = 7.47, p = 0.026, ηP

2 = 0.62], postural regulation
[F(1, 7) = 21.49, p= 0.002, ηP

2 = 0.75], stationary [F(1, 7) = 7.27,
p = 0.030, ηP

2 = 0.61] and performatory movements
[F(1, 7) = 6.49, p = 0.038, ηP

2 = 0.48] than the H route’s fourth
training session (Figure 5). The simple contrast tests yielded no
significant difference for the V and D routes (Figure 5). Finally,
as observed for the route design effect, the one-way repeated
measure ANOVA showed a significant effect of transfer on the
relative duration of performatory movements [F(3, 5) = 10.79,
p = 0.013, ηP

2 = 0.87] and stationary position [F(3, 5) = 6.85,
p = 0.036, ηP

2 = 0.74]. The simple contrast tests showed
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p = 0.013, ηP

2 = 0.87] and stationary position [F(3, 5) = 6.85,
p = 0.036, ηP

2 = 0.74]. The simple contrast tests showed
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TABLE 2 | Effect of practice on number of falls, ascent duration and jerk

coefficient.

Trial Number of

falls

Ascent

duration (s)

Jerk coefficient

1 4.1 ± 1.5 120.8 ± 13.8 3.07 × 1013 ± 1.28

× 1012

2 2.7 ± 1.1 100.9 ± 10.2 1.73 × 1013 ± 9.71

× 1011

3 1.4 ± 0.9*

p = 0.034

87.4 ± 8.8*

p = 0.026

9.94 × 1012 ± 4.71

× 1011 * p = 0.023

4 0* p = 0.01 84.6 ± 6.3*

p = 0.021

4.21 × 1012 ± 2.78

× 1011 * p = 0.02

ANOVA

F-value
F (3,6) = 5.66 F (3, 6) = 16.65 F (1.39, 10.10) = 5.76

p-value 0.047 0.04 0.031

ηP
2 0.77 0.85 0.52

*Post-hoc tests showing significant differences with the first trial.

these differences occurred between practice 1 vs. practices 3 and
4 (Table 2). No significant interaction was found between route
design and practice effects.

No falls were observed during the fourth climb on each
route, although 5.5 ± 2.7 falls did occur during the transfer
test [F(1, 7) = 6.95, p = 0.024, ηP

2 = 0.57]. Moreover, the
one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant effect
of transfer on ascent duration [F(1.25, 8.75) = 5.76, p = 0.035,
ηP

2 = 0.46]; the simple contrast tests highlighted longer ascent
duration on the transfer test (132.7 ± 37.1 s) than on the
fourth climb of the H route (75.5 ± 19.4 s) [F(1, 7) = 9.88,
p = 0.016, ηP

2 = 0.59], while no significant difference was
found between the transfer test and the fourth climb of the V
route (92.4 ± 33.9 s) and D route (94.3 ± 25.1 s). Finally, the
one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant effect
of transfer on jerk coefficient [F(1.05, 7.35) = 5.88, p = 0.026,
ηP

2 = 0.48]; the simple contrast tests highlighted significantly
greater jerk coefficient during the transfer test (5.19 × 1013 ±

2.32 × 1012) in comparison with the fourth climb of the H
route (7.05 × 1011 ± 2.17 × 1010), [F(1, 7) = 5.91, p = 0.042,
ηP

2 = 0.51], while no significant difference occurred between
the transfer test and the fourth climb of the V route (6.91
× 1012 ± 4.01 × 1011) and D route (5.03 × 1012 ± 3.29 ×

1011).

Climbing Affordances
With practice, the climbers significantly decreased the number of
occurrences and the relative duration of hold exploration across
all routes (Table 3).

Figure 4 exemplified for one participant the lower hold
exploratory movements for H route than for D route, and the
decrease of hold exploratory movements from trial 1 to trial 4.

The one-way repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant
effect of transfer on the number of occurrences of exploration
[F(1.34, 9.43) = 6.21, p = 0.028, ηP

2 = 0.64], postural regulation
[F(3, 5) = 30.98, p = 0.001, ηP

2 = 0.95], stationary position
[F(3, 5) = 6.63, p = 0.027, ηP

2 = 0.70] and performatory

TABLE 3 | Effect of practice on the climbing states (i.e., number of events and

total relative duration of the state expressed in % of the whole ascent duration).

Trial Number Relative duration (%)

IMMOBILITY

1 27.9 ± 5.7 31.6 ± 4.5

2 28.4 ± 5.6 28.2 ± 4.8

3 22.5 ± 4.6 32.0 ± 5.0

4 21.3 ± 3.7* p = 0.028 30.3 ± 5.9

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.94

p-value 0.022

ηP
2 0.62

POSTURAL REGULATION

1 18.0 ± 3.2 6.2 ± 1.6

2 17.3 ± 3.3 7.4 ± 2.1

3 15.3 ± 1.6 5.0 ± 0.9

4 13.6 ± 1.4 5.4 ± 1.1

HOLD EXPLORATORY MOVEMENTS

1 11.0 ± 2.4 13.3 ± 1.8

2 10.6 ± 3.2 11.0 ± 1.9

3 8.9 ± 2.7 9.3 ± 2.1

4 9.6 ± 2.7 8.1 ± 2.2* p = 0.037

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.17

p-value 0.027

ηP
2 0.66

HOLD CHANGE

1 8.9 ± 1.4 6.5 ± 0.8

2 7.1 ± 1.1 5.6 ± 0.7

3 9.2 ± 1.4 7.8 ± 1.1

4 8.7 ± 1.3 7.2 ± 0.9

PERFORMATORY MOVEMENTS

1 23.2 ± 3.5 42.4 ± 5.5

2 22.6 ± 3.2 47.6 ± 5.9

3 21.4 ± 1.2 45.9 ± 4.9

4 19.0 ± 1.3* p = 0.025 45.5 ± 6.1

ANOVA F-value F (3, 6) = 7.08

p-value 0.029

ηP
2 0.65

*Post-hoc tests showing significant differences with the first trial.

movements [F(3, 5) = 6.09, p = 0.031, ηP
2 = 0.78]. The

simple contrast tests highlighted that the transfer test exhibited
a significantly higher number of occurrences of exploration
[F(1, 7) = 7.47, p = 0.026, ηP

2 = 0.62], postural regulation
[F(1, 7) = 21.49, p= 0.002, ηP

2 = 0.75], stationary [F(1, 7) = 7.27,
p = 0.030, ηP

2 = 0.61] and performatory movements
[F(1, 7) = 6.49, p = 0.038, ηP

2 = 0.48] than the H route’s fourth
training session (Figure 5). The simple contrast tests yielded no
significant difference for the V and D routes (Figure 5). Finally,
as observed for the route design effect, the one-way repeated
measure ANOVA showed a significant effect of transfer on the
relative duration of performatory movements [F(3, 5) = 10.79,
p = 0.013, ηP

2 = 0.87] and stationary position [F(3, 5) = 6.85,
p = 0.036, ηP

2 = 0.74]. The simple contrast tests showed
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Climbers skill level: 5c

No interaction  between route design and practice 
effects

With practice: 
- Performance
- Number of immobility period
- Number of performatory movements
- Relative duration of exploratory movement

Using dual-grasping holds help to achieve effective 
exploration, as climbers still explore while maintaining
level of performance (climbing time and fluency) :
Adaptive flexible behaviour



Neutral Re-do               Alternate Transfer test

21

4. How do climbers adapt their motor coordination to hold location? 



New device to collect hand and feet motions

22

Instrumented hold Luxov ® Touch: http://www.luxov-
connect.com/produits/#touch

http://www.luxov-connect.com/produits/


5. How do climbers perceive their action capabilities 
according to task-goal complexity?

Task complexity varies according to the involved degrees of freedom:

Estimate the maximal distance that the hold can be (i) reached, (ii) grasped, (iii) 
grasped by one hand while the other hand releases the starting hand-hold, (iv) grasped 
to then be used to grasp the highest possible hold on the wooden board.



4 tasks: 4 trials in each task

Reaching
the center of 
the hold for 3s 
by one hand 
without falling

Grasping
the hold for 3s 
by one hand 
without falling

Grasping & 
Release:
Grasping the 
hold for 3s by 
one hand while 
the other hand 
releases the 
starting hand-
hold, without 
falling

Using:
Use the foot 
and hand 
holds to 
grasp the 
highest possible 
hold on the 
wooden board 
for three 
seconds 
without falling



- Advanced climbers 
performed closer to 
their maximal 
(especially at the 1st 
or 2nd trials). 

- They rarely 
overestimated their 
capability.

- Conversely, 
intermediate climbers  
often underestimated 
their capability at the 
1st and 2nd trials. 

- At trials 3 and 4, they 
tended to 
overestimate their 
capability and failed 
(fall).



Experienced climbers estimate and can act close to their maximal, by exploring
and creating new motor solutions, such as moving foot first and hand in a 
second time.  
As a result, some climbers can grasp hold at higher distance in « using » (186cm ) 
than in « grasping » (173cm) task.

It supports the idea that exploration still exists in expert and might lead to 
increase maximal action capabilities, affordances boundaries.

Ex of 8b climber



6.  Visual motor skill in climbing

Integration of gaze and motor behaviours

Gaze behaviour using glasses equipped with 
camera filming eyes and scene camera



Gaze tracking: Eye 
positions mapped to 

the wall plane

Gaze position 
data

Reference image



Horizontal reachability = Arm span

Vertical 
reachability

= 
Shoulder height

+ 
Arm length

Action system 
boundary

Integration of gaze-hip tracking data 
relative to the reachability

6.1. Expertise effect
according to reachability

Orth et al. (2014)
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Abstract
Climbers often train on indoor climbing walls, which are modifiable to simulate features of outdoor climbing environments at
different levels of difficulty. The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of regularity of climbing holds on emergent
perceptual-motor behaviours. Skilled climbers performed six repetitions of two topographically similar routes on an indoor
climbing wall. One route was composed of 18 different types of hand holds (irregular route), whereas the other route had
only two types of hand holds (regular route). Preview and climbing durations, as well as visual search behaviours, were
recorded. Participants rated the regular route as more difficult to climb, requiring greater perceived effort to complete.
The time spent previewing, and then climbing the routes, was reduced on average by 12% and 16%, respectively in the
irregular route compared to the regular route. There were more fixations made when climbing the regular route (281 vs.
222 fixations per trial). It seems the climbers were more careful and thorough in their gaze behaviours with the regular
route because of the additional technical demands it presented, whereas the irregular route afforded a more superficial
visual exploration with use of more frequent saccades between holds. The findings suggest how irregularity in the
environment is exploited by skilled climbers, apparently making the practice context easier to perceive and act in.

Keywords: Coaching, motor control, performance, skill

Highlights
. A common practice strategy is to reduce environmental regularity which influences the perceptual and technical demands

presented upon the learner.
. When only a few types of climbing hold were used to construct an indoor route, climbers rated the route as more difficult

and effortful to climb than if the same route was comprised of multiple types of hold.
. Routes with many types of climbing holds (irregular) are previewed for less time and in a more superficial manner with

fewer fixations and more saccades between holds.
. Skilled climbers exploit environmental irregularity by using a wider range of grasping behaviours to delay the onset of

fatigue.

Introduction

For numerous reasons, sports practice environments
are typically altered or simplified (i.e. designed to be
more regular) in contrast to competition settings.
Coaches often intentionally increase environment
regularity in practice drills to simplify the demands
upon the learner and thereby promote skill execution
(Davids, Button, & Bennett, 2008). Furthermore,
pragmatic factors such as cost, safety and

unpredictable conditions (e.g. weather) mean that
learners have little alternative but to train in environ-
ments which are quite different from those in which
they typically compete. For example, during learning,
rock-climbers often train on indoor climbing walls,
which are modifiable to simulate features of
outdoor climbing environments, as well as different
levels of performance difficulty. Of concern to the
practitioner is whether modified training conditions

© 2018 European College of Sport Science
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but fewer variations in hold design. With more
affordances to choose from, skilled climbers have
greater potential to vary the way in which they
climb a route. Variation in holds may also allow
the climber to vary their actions to a greater
extent, which may help to prevent fatigue (Amca
et al., 2012). Consequently, it is possible that a
route with fewer regular holds would take longer
to inspect and may lead to prolonged stoppages
dedicated to exploratory behaviours either with the
perceptual and/or motor systems (as suggested in
Sanchez et al., 2012).
We anticipated that by modifying the regularity in

the hand holds available to climbers, we might
induce meaningful changes in how climbers perceive
a route (evidenced in their visual search behaviours
observed on the climbing wall), as well as their climb-
ing fluidity. As such, we required skilled climbers to
attempt to climb two similar topographical routes
(see Figures 1 and 2) which differed in levels of
environmental regularity (i.e. low regularity – 18
types of hold design; high regularity – 2 types of
hold design). In principle, the different holds in the
irregular route present a larger field of affordances
for climbing actions (i.e. inviting different ways of
supporting, grasping and moving between holds),
than the regular route, and, therefore, should allow
skilled climbers to move with more fluidity (Orth,
Davids, et al., 2018).

Specifically, we predicted that in comparison to the
irregular route, the regular climbing route would
result in:

. reduced preview and climb durations;

. increased perceived difficulty and more per-
ceived effort to climb the route and

. less exploratory visual search behaviour (i.e.
fewer, longer fixations, decreased search rate)
in preview and during climbing.

Furthermore, we predicted that the differences
listed above would dissipate with the actual practice
of the two routes as the importance of the route
preview diminishes.

Methods

Participants

Twelve male indoor climbers volunteered to partici-
pate after responding to advertisements posted at a
climbing club. Only intermediate to skilled climbers
were recruited based upon their current, self-
reported level of indoor climbing ability (corre-
sponding to higher than 6b on the French sport
climbing rating scale: see Draper et al., 2011).
Exclusion criteria included no clinically diagnosed
visual deficits, nor any recent acute musculoskeletal
injury that might interfere with climbing ability. Of

Figure 1. Some examples of holds used in the irregular route (left) and the two holds comprising the regular route (right). The holds were
supplied by a private company (Volx©, Savigny, France).
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Search rate

Search rate was significantly higher in the climbing
condition (7.2, S= 0.14 fixations s−1), compared to
the preview (4.46, S = 0.23 fixations s−1) (F1,8=
225.7, P < .001, ŋ2= .97), and also higher for the irre-
gular route (5.99, S = 0.14 fixations s−1) compared to
the regular route (5.71, S = 0.22 fixations s−1) (F1,8=
9.0, P < .02, ŋ2= .53).

Discussion

Reduced preview and climb duration in the irregular
hold route

Our prediction that the regular hold route would result
in reduced preview and climb durations was not sup-
ported by the data. In fact, the time spent previewing,

and then climbing, was reduced on average by 12%
and 16%, respectively, in the irregular route compared
to the regular route (see Figure 3(a)). Our interpret-
ation of this somewhat counter-intuitive finding is

Figure 3. (a) Duration of previews and climbs for the different routes as a function of trial. Note: the white bars are the irregular route, the
yellow bars are the regular route. The bars with horizontal lines are previews and the open bars are climbs. Error bars are standard deviations.
(b) Relative perceived exertion after climbing as a function of trial and regularity condition.

Table I. Mean number of fixations (S) as a function of condition
and route

Preview Climb
Trial Irregular Regular Irregular Regular

1 378 (162) 411 (149) 307 (69) 395 (120)
2 260 (137) 324 (156) 223 (60) 317 (84)
3 268 (170) 326 (184) 200 (46) 249 (44)
4 193 (107) 256 (140) 213 (63) 261 (104)
5 204 (165) 278 (168) 204 (67) 236 (79)
6 168 (112) 180 (184) 187 (50) 226 (101)
Mean 245 (76) 296 (20) 222 (43) 281 (65)
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6.2. Influence of hold regularity on visual motor skill

Reduced preview and climb duration in the 
irregular hold route,
Less exploratory visual search behaviour in the 
irregular route.

The lack of variation in grasping opportunities (affordances) 
offered by the regular route led to fewer climbing solutions (i.e. 
just two types of grasping patterns). Therefore climbers spent 
longer time to perceive how holds might be efficiently grasped 
and/or used.

Search rate

Search rate was significantly higher in the climbing
condition (7.2, S= 0.14 fixations s−1), compared to
the preview (4.46, S = 0.23 fixations s−1) (F1,8=
225.7, P < .001, ŋ2= .97), and also higher for the irre-
gular route (5.99, S = 0.14 fixations s−1) compared to
the regular route (5.71, S = 0.22 fixations s−1) (F1,8=
9.0, P < .02, ŋ2= .53).

Discussion

Reduced preview and climb duration in the irregular
hold route

Our prediction that the regular hold route would result
in reduced preview and climb durations was not sup-
ported by the data. In fact, the time spent previewing,

and then climbing, was reduced on average by 12%
and 16%, respectively, in the irregular route compared
to the regular route (see Figure 3(a)). Our interpret-
ation of this somewhat counter-intuitive finding is

Figure 3. (a) Duration of previews and climbs for the different routes as a function of trial. Note: the white bars are the irregular route, the
yellow bars are the regular route. The bars with horizontal lines are previews and the open bars are climbs. Error bars are standard deviations.
(b) Relative perceived exertion after climbing as a function of trial and regularity condition.

Table I. Mean number of fixations (S) as a function of condition
and route

Preview Climb
Trial Irregular Regular Irregular Regular

1 378 (162) 411 (149) 307 (69) 395 (120)
2 260 (137) 324 (156) 223 (60) 317 (84)
3 268 (170) 326 (184) 200 (46) 249 (44)
4 193 (107) 256 (140) 213 (63) 261 (104)
5 204 (165) 278 (168) 204 (67) 236 (79)
6 168 (112) 180 (184) 187 (50) 226 (101)
Mean 245 (76) 296 (20) 222 (43) 281 (65)
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Preview Climb

the 12 climbers, 3 fell more than once during testing
due to movement execution errors and they were
excluded from further analysis. The remaining nine
participants (mean age = 24.7, S = 3 years; mean
height = 1.76, S = 0.06 m; mean mass = 64.3, S=
7.7 kg) possessed a range of indoor climbing experi-
ence from 6 to 18 years. The indoor on-sight climb-
ing ability of the participants was 7a to 7c+ (French
scale), mean = 25.2, S= 2.0 (Ewbank scale), red-
point (7a to 8b on French scale, mean = 27.6, S=
2.5 on Ewbank scale). A pre-test questionnaire
revealed that the participants typically practised
indoors (mean = 78% of the time) but also climbed
outdoors occasionally (22%).

Equipment

The performance analysis took place on an indoor
climbing wall. The venue had constant tempera-
ture and lighting and, for the duration of testing,
the wall was restricted for use only by participants.
The climbing wall itself (3.5 m wide × 10.7 m
high) was composed of multiple smooth wooden
boards. The wall had 0° inclination and was uni-
formly vertical (i.e. no changes in its structure).
The holds were attached firmly onto the wall
with bolts. The climbing holds were polyethy-
lene-moulded shapes with a rough-textured
exterior to simulate the frictional characteristics
of rock. A range of different shapes and sizes of

Figure 2. The spatial coordinates of each hold for the two indoor routes. The crux region comprising hand holds 5–10 is highlighted by the
blue ellipse.

4 C. Button et al.

Route difficulty: 6a
Climbers skill level: 7a-7c
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Abstract

This study examined the role of route previewing strategies on climbing fluency and on

exploratory movements of the limbs, in order to understand whether previewing helps peo-

ple to perceive and to realize affordances. Eight inexperienced and ten experienced climb-

ers previewed a 10 m high route of 5b difficulty on French scale, then climbed it with a top-

rope as fluently as possible. Gaze behavior was collected from an eye tracking system dur-

ing the preview and allowed us to determine the number of times they scanned the route,

and which of four route previewing strategies (fragmentary, ascending, zigzagging, and

sequence-of-blocks) they used. Five inertial measurement units (IMU) (3D accelerometer,

3D gyroscope, 3D magnetometer) were attached to the hip, both feet, and forearms to ana-

lyze the vertical acceleration and direction of each limb and hip during the ascent. We were

able to detect movement and immobility phases of each IMU using segmentation and classi-

fication processes. Depending on whether the limbs and/or hip were moving, five states of

behavior were detected: immobility, postural regulation, hold exploration, hold change, and

hold traction. Using cluster analysis we identified four clusters of gaze behavior during route

previewing depending on route preview duration, number of scan paths, fixations duration,

ascending, zigzagging, and sequence-of-blocks strategies. The number of scan paths was

positively correlated with relative duration of exploration and negatively correlated with rela-

tive duration of hold changes during the ascent. Additionally, a high relative duration of

sequence-of-blocks strategy and zigzagging strategy were associated with a high relative

duration of immobility during the ascent. Route previewing might help to pick up functional

information about reachable, graspable, and usable holds, in order to chain movements

together and to find the route. In other words, route previewing might contribute to perceiv-

ing and realizing nested affordances.
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Grushko & Leonov (2014) : Visual search strategies



Fig 3. Number of fixations on each hold indicated by hold color. Red indicates lots of fixations and blue indicates few
fixations. This ‘heat map’ shows that holds 7, 9, 10, 16, 18 and 19 received more attention, while holds 33–40 received little
attention.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176306.g003
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Climbers with longer preview and 
longer visual exploration are also those
with longer climbing duration, 
immobility and hold exploration.

Those climbers might perceive hold
independently, i.e. one by one. 

Conversely faster climbers might
perceive holds as a sequence.



7. Conclusion 

Ecological dynamics framework shows how by using constraint-led
approach, perceptual-motor skills can be assessed, trained without
prescribing solutions but by promoting individual search strategy.

Core concept of this approach is ‘adaptability’, reflecting adaptive 
flexibility in order to efficiently explore and to increase action 
system boundaries. 
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